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Packet Switching in Radio Channels: Part I-Carrier
Sense Multiple-Access Modes and Their
Throughput-Delay Characteristics
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Absfract-Radiocommunication
is considered as a method for
providing remote terminal access to computers. Digital bytestreams
from each terminal are partitioned into packets (blocks) and transmitted in a burst mode over a shared radio channel. When many
terminals operate in this fashion, transmissions mayconflictwith
and destroy each other. A means for controllingthis is for the terminal to sense the presence of other transmissions; this leads to a
new method for multiplexing in a packet radio environment: carrier
sense multiple access (CSMA). Twoprotocolsare
described for
CSMA and their throughput-delay characteristics are given. These
results show the large advantageCSMA provides as compared to the
random ALOHA access modes.

FOUAD A. TOBAGI

lines. However, these networks did not solve the local interconnectionproblem,namely,
how can one efficiently
provide access from the user to the network itself? Certainly, one solution isto use wire connections here also. An
alternate solutionis the subject of thispaper,namely,
ground radio packet switching.
We wish to consider broadcast radio communications
as an alternative for computer and user communications.
The ALOHA System [a] appears to have been the first
such system to employ wireless communications. The advantagesinusingbroadcastradiocommunications
are
many:
easy
access
to
central
computer
installations
and
I. INTRODUCTION
computer networks; collection and dissemination of data
ARGECOMPUTER
installations,enormous
data over large distributed geographical areas independent of,
banks, and extensive national computer networks are the availability of preexisting (telephone) wire networks;
now becoming available. They constitute large expensive the suitability of wireless connections for communications
resources which must beutilized in a cost/effective fashion. with and among mobile users (a constantly growing area
The constantly growing number of computer applications of interestandapplications)
; easily bypassedhostile
and their diversity render the problem of accessing these terrain; etc. Perhaps, this broadcast property
is the key
large resources a rather fundamental one. Prior to 1970, feature in radio communication.
wire connections were the principal means for communicaThe AdvancedResearchProjects
Agency (ARPA) of
tion among computers and between users and computers. the Departmentof Defense recently undertooka new effort
The reasons were simplc:dial-upand
leased telephone whose goal is to develop new techniques for packet radio
lines were available and could provideinexpensive and communicationamonggeographically
distributed, fixed
reasonablyreliablecommunicationsforshortdistances,
or mobilc, usertermina.ls and to provideimprovedfreusing a readily available and widespreadtechnology. It quency management strategies
to meet the critical shortage
was long recognized that this technology was inadequate of RF spectrum.The researchpresentedinthispaper
for the needs of a computer-communication system which is an integral part of the total design effort of this system
isrequired t o handlebursty traffic (i.e., largepeak t o which encompasses many other research topics [3]-[SI.
average data rates). For example, the inadequaciesinConsider anenvironment consisting of a number of
cluded the long dial-up and connect time, the minimum
(possibly mobile) users in line-of-sight and within range
three-minute tariff structure, the fixed and limited data
of each other, all communicating over a (broadcast) radio
rates, etc. However, it
was not until 1969 that the cost channel in a common frequency band.
The classical apt o swit.ch communication bandwidth dropped below the proach for satisfying the requirement of two users who
cost of the bandwidth being switched [l]. At that time, need to communicate is to provide a communication chanthe new technology of packet-switched computer networks nel for their use so long astheir need continues (lineemerged and developeda cost/effect]ive means for con- switching). However, the measurements of Jackson and
necting computers together over long-distance high-speed Stubbs [lo] show that such allocation of scarce communication resources is extremely wasteful. Rather than proPaperapproved by the Associate Editor forComputerComviding
channels on a user-pair basis,
we much prefer t o
munication of the IEEE Communications Society for publication
provide a single high-speed channel t o a large number of
after presentation at the National Computer Conference, Anaheim,
Calif., 1975. Manuscript received December5, 1974; revised June 11, users which can be shared in
some fashion. This, then,
1975. This work was supported in part by the Advanced Research
of the powerful “large number
Projects Agency, Department of Defense under Contract DAHC15- allows us to take advantage
7343-0368.
laws” which state that with very
highprobability, the
The authors are with the ComputerScience Department, Unidemand at any instant will be approximatelyequal t o
versity of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024.
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the sum of the average demands of that population. We think of various actions t o be taken by the terminal. Two
wish to take advantage of thesegains due to resource protocols will be described and analyzed which we call
“persistent” CSMA protocols : the nonpersistent and the
sharing.
Of interest to this paper is the
consideration of radio p-persistent CSRIIA. Below, we present the protocols, discuss thc assumptions, and finally establishanddisplay
channelsfor packet switching(also called packetradio
channels). A packet is merely a package of data prepared the throughput-delay performance for each.
by oneuser for transmission to some other user in the
11. CSRIIA TRANSMISSIONPROTOCOLSAND
system. As soon as we dealwithsharedchannelsina
SYSTEMASSUMPTIONS
packet-switching mode, then we must be prepared t o resolve conflicts which arise when more than one demand is
The variousprotocols considered below differ by the
simultaneously placed upon the channel. In packet radio action (pertaining to packet transmission) that a terminal
channels, whenever a portion of one user’s transmission takesafter sensing3 the channel.However, in allcases,
overlaps with another user’s transmission, the two collide when a terminal learns that its transmission
was unsuccessand “destroy” each other. The existence of some acknowl- ful, i t reschedules the transmission of the packet according
this
edgment scheme permits the transmitter to determine if to a randomly distributed retransmissiondelay.At
his transmission was successful or not. Theproblem we are new point in timc, the transmitterscnses the channel and
faced with is how to control the access to tho channel in repeats the algorithm dictated by the protocol. A t any
a fashion which produces, under the physical constraints instant a terminal is called a readyterminal if it hasa
of simplicity and hardware implementation,an acceptable packetready for transmission a t thisinstant(eithera
level of performance. The difficulty in controlling a channel new packet just generatedor a previously conflicted packet
which must carry its own control information gives rise rescheduled for transmission a t this instant).
to the so-called random-access modes. A simple scheme,
A terminal may,at anyone time, either be transmitting
known as “pure ALOHA,” permits users to transmit any or receiving (butnotbothsimultaneously).
However,
time, they desire. If, within some appropriate time-out the delay incurred to switch from one mode to the other
period, they receive an acknowledgment from the destina- is negligible. lkthermore, the time
requiredtodetect
tion, then theyknow that no conflicts occurred. Otherwise, the carrier due to packet transmissions is negligible (that
they assume a collision occurred and they must retransmit. is a zero detection time is assumed) .4 All packets are of
To avoidcontinuouslyrepeatedconflicts,
some scheme constantlengthandaretransmitt>ed
over an assumed
must be devised for introducing a random retransmission noiseless channcl (i.e.,the
errorsinpacketreception
delay,spreading
the conflicting packets over time. A caused by random noise are not considered t o be a serious
second method for using the radio channel is to modify problem andare neglected in comparisonwith
errors
the completely unsynchronized use of the ALOHA channel caused by overlap intcrference).Thesystem
assumes
by “slotting” time into segments
whose duration is exactly noncapture (i.e., theoverlap of any fractionof two packets
equa.1 to the transmission time of a single packot (assumresults in destructive interference and both packets must
ing constant-length packets). If we require each user to be retransmitted). We further simplify the problem by asstart his packets onlyat thebeginning of a slot, thenwhen suming the propagationdelay(smallcomparedto
the
two packets conflict, they \\;ill overlap completely rather packet transmission time) to he identical5 for all sourcethan partially, providing an increase in channel efficiency. destination pairs.
This method isreferred to as “slotted ALOHA” [ll]-[13].
We first consider the nolrpersistent CSiWA. The idea here
The radio channel as considered in this paper is charac- is to limit the interference among packets by always reterized as a wide-ba.nd channel with a propagation delay
scheduling a packct
which finds the channel busy upon
between any source-destination pair which is very small arrival. More precisely,’ a ready terminal senses the chancompared to the packet transmission time.’ This suggests nel and operates as follows.
a third approachfor using the channel; namely, the carrier I.) If the channel is sensed idle, it transmits the packet.
sense multiple-access (CSMA) mode. In this scheme one
2 ) If the channel is sensed busy,thentheterminal
attempts toavoid collisions by listeningto (i.e., “sensing”) schedules the retransmission of the packct to some later
the carrier due to another user’s transmission.2 Based on time according to the retransmissiondelaydistribution.
this information about the state of the channel, one may At this new point in timo,it senses the channel and repeats
the algorithm described.
*Consider, for example, 1000-bit packetstransmitted
over a
Aslottedversion of the nonpersistentCSMAcanbe
channel operating a t a speed of 100 kbits/s. The transmission time
of a packet is then 10 ms. If the maximum distance between the
source and the destination is 10 mi, then the (speed of light) packet
propagation delay is of the order of 54 ps. Thus the propagation
delay constitutes only a very smallfraction ( a = 0.005) of the
transmission time of a packet. On the contrary, when one considers
satellite channels [13] the propagation delay is a relatively large
multiple of the packet transmission time ( a >> 1).
Sensing carrier prior to transmission is a well-known concept in
use for (voice) aircraft commusication. In the context of packet
radio channels, i t w&s originally suggested by D.Wax of the University of Hawaii in an internal memorandum dated Mar. 4, 1971.

3 Eachterminal
has thecapability of sensing carrier on the
channel. The practical problems of feasibility and implementation
of sensing, however, are not addressed here.
The detection time is considered negligible for relatively wideband channels (100 kHz). In Part I1 [19] the detection time on the
“busy-tone” narrow-band channels (on the order of 2 kHz) will be
accounted for in the analysis.
By considering thisconstant propagation delay equal to the
largest possible, one gets lower (i.e., pessimistic) bounds on performance.
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considered in which the time axis is slott'ed and the slot idle, the same process is repeated. Otherwise, some packet
size is T seconds (the propagation delay). All terminals must have started transmission, and our terminal schedare synchronized6 andare forced to start transmission ules the retransmission of the packet according to the retransmission delay distribution (;.e., acts as if it had cononly at the beginning of a slot. When a packet's arrival
occurs during a slot,the terminalsenses the channel at the flicted and learned about the conflict).
beginning of the next slot and operates according to the
If the ready terminal scnses the channel busy, it waits
protocol described above.
until it becomes idle (at the end of the current transmisWe nextconsider
the p-persisted C S M A protocol. sion) and then operates as above.
However, before treating the general case (arbitrsry p ) ,
111. TRAFFIC MODEL: ASSURWTIONS
we introduce the special case of p = 1.
AND NOTATION
The I-persistent C S M A protocol is devised in order to
(presumably)achieveacceptablethroughputbynever
In the previous section, we identified the system protoletting the channelgo idle if some ready terminal isavail- cols, operatingprocedurcs,
we
andassumptions.Here
able. More precisely, a ready terminal senses t'he channel characterize the traffic source and its underlying assumpand operates as follows.
tions.
1) If the channel is sensed idle, it transmits the packet
We assume that our traffic source consists of an infinite
with probability one.
number of users who collectively form anindependent
2 ) If the channel is sensed busy,i t waits until thechan- Poisson source with an aggregate mean packet generation
nel goes idle (ix., persisting on transmitting) and only rate of X packets/s. This is an approximation to a large but
then transmits the packet (with probability
one-hence,
finite population in which each user generates packets inthe name of 1-persistent) .
frequently and each packet can successfully
be
transmitted
A slotted version of this 1-persistent CSMA can also in a time interval muchless than theaverage timebetween
be considered by slotting the timeaxis and synchronizing successive packets generated by a given user. Each user
the transmission of packets in much the same way as for in the infinite population is assumed to have at most one
the previous protocol.
packet requiring tmnsmission at any time (including any
Theabove1-persistentandnonpersistent
protocols previously blocked packet).
differ by the probability (one or zero) of not rescheduling
In addition, we characterize the traffic as follows. We
a packet which upon arrival finds the channel busy. I n have assumed that each packet is of constant length rethe case of a 1-persistent CSRIIA, we note that whenever quiring T seconds for transmission. Let S = AT. X is the
two or more terminals
become ready during a transmission averagenumber of packetsgeneratedpertransmission
period (TP), theywait for the channel to becomeidle
time, i.e., it is the input, rate
normalized with respect to T .
(at,the end of that transmission) and then they all transmit
Under steady-state conditions, S can also be referred to as
with probability one. A conflict will also occur with prob- the channelthroughputrate.
Now, ifwe were able to
ability one! The idea of randomizing the starting time of perfectly schedule the packets into the available channel
transmission of packets accumulating at the end of a TP spacewithabsolutelynooverlap
or gapsbetween the
suggcsts itself for interference reduction and throughput
packets, we could achieve a maximum throughput equal
improvement. The scheme consists of including an addi- to I ; therefore we also refer to S as the chamLeZ utilization.
tional parameter 71, the probability that a ready packet
Because of the interference problem inherent in the ranpersists ( I - p being the probability of delaying transmis- dom natureof the access modes, the achievable throughput
sion b y T seconds). The parameter p will be chosen so as will always be less than 1. The maximumachievable
t o reduce the level of interference while keeping the idle throughput for an access modeis called the capacity of
periods between any twoconsecutive nonoverlapped trans- the channel
under
that
mode.
I
missions as small as possible. This gives rise to the p-perSince conflicts can occur, some acknowledgment scheme
sistent CXMA? which is a generalization of the 1-persistent is necessary to inform the transmitter of its success or
CSMA.
failure. We assume a positive acknowledgment scheme7:
More precisely, the protocol consists of the following: if within some specified delay (an appropriate time-out
the time axis is finely slotted where the (mini) slot size period) after the transmission of a packet, a user does not
is T seconds. For simplicity of analysis, we consider thc receive an acknowledgment, he knows he has conflicted.
system to be synchronizedsuch that all packcts begin If he now retransmits immediately, andif all users behave
their transmission at thebeginning of a (mini) slot.
likewise, then he will definitely be interfered with again
Consider a ready terminal. If the channel is sensed idle, (and forever!). Consequently, as ment,ioned above, each
then: withprobability
p , theterminaltransmitsthe
user delaysthe transmission of a previously collided packet
packet; or with probability 1 - p , the terminal delays the by some random time whose mean is a (chosen, for extransmission of the packet by T seconds (;.e., one slot). ample, uniformly between 0 and Xmax= 2 2 ) . The traffic
If a t this new point in time, the channel is still detected
Inthispaper,thepractical
are
terminals
addressed.
reliably
6

not

problems involved insynchronizing

7 The channel for acknowledgmentis
assumed tobeseparate
fromthe channel we arestudying 6%acknowledgments arrive
and at no
cost).

offered to the channel from our
collection of users consists
not only ofnew packets but also of previously collided
packets: this increases the mean qfered traffic rate which
we denote by G (packets per transmission time 7’) where
G I X.
Our two further assumptions are the following.
Assumption 1: The averageretransmissiondelayis
large compared to T .
Assumption 2: The interarrival times
of the point process
defined by the start times of all the packets plus retransmissions are independent and exponentially distributed.
It is clear that Assumption 2 is violated in the protocols
we consider. (Wehaveintroduced
it for analytic‘simplicity.) However, in Section V, some simulation results
are discussed which show that performance results based
onthisassumptionareeyxllentapproximations,particularly when the average retransmission delay is 1a.rge
comparedto
T . Moreover, inthe
context of slotted
ALOHA it was analytically shown [14] in the limit as
+ CO,that Assumption 2 issatisfied;furthermore,
simulation results showed that only the first moment of
the retransmissiondelaydistributionhad
a noticeable
effect on the average throughput-delay performance.
So far, we have defined the following important system
variables : S (throughput), G (off’ered channel traffic rate),
T (packet transmission time), 2 (average retransmission
delay), 7 (propagation delay), and p (p-persistent parameter). Without loss of generality, we choose T = 1. This
is equivalent t o expressing time in units of T . We express
2 and 7 in these normalized time units as 6 =
and
a = 7/27.

a

a

z/T’

IV. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
We wish to solve for the channel capacity of the system
for all of the access protocols describedabove. This we
do by solving for S in terms of C; (as well as the other
system parameters). The channel capacity
is then found by
maximizing S with respect to G. S / G is merely the probability of a successful transnission and CIS is the average
number of times a packet must be transmitted (or scheduled) until success. I n Section V, we discuss delayand
give the throughput-delay tradeoff for these protocols.
This analysis isbased on renewal theory and probabilistic arguments requiring independenceof random variables
provided by Assumption 2. Moreoversteady-state conditionsareassumed
to exist. Howeverfrom the ( S , G )
relationships found below one can see that steady state
maynot exist because of inherentinstability of these
random-accesstechniques. This instability is simply explained. by the fact that when statistical fluctuations in
G increase the level of mutual interference among transmissions, then the positive feedback
causes th(: throughput
to decrease to 0. Nevertheless, the results are
useful for the
following reasons.
1) They are meaningful for a finite (and possibly long)
period of time.(Simulationssupportingtheseanalytic
resultsshowed no saturation over the simulatedperiod
of time when 2 was large enough; see Section V.)
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Fig. 1. Throughput in ALOHA channels.

2 ) I n finite population cases, stable situations are possible for which steady-state results prevailover an infinite
time horizon. (See [14] and [le].)
3) Controlprocedures
have beenprescribed
for the
slotted ALOHA random access [14] which stabilize unstable channels, achieving performance very close to the
equilibrium results.

A . ALOHA Ch,annels
In the pure ALOHA access mode, each terminal transmits its packet over the data channel in a completely unsynchronized manner.Underthesystemand
model assumptions (mainly Assumption 2 ) , we have

s

=

GP,

where P, is the probability that an arbitrary offered packet
is successful. A given packet will overlapwithanother
packet if there exists a t leastone start of transmission
within 1’ secondsbefore or after the start time
of the
given packet (i.e., over a “vulnerable” interval
of length
2 T ) . Using the Poisson traffic’ assumption, Abramson [a]
first showed that

Thus, we see thatpure ALOHA achievesamaximum
throughput of l / ( 2 e ) = 0.1S4 (at G = 1/2).
In the slotted ALOHA, if two packets conflict, they will
overlap completely rather than partially (i.e., a vulnerable
interval only of length T ). The throughput equation then
becomes

S

=

GecG

(2)

and was first obtainedbyRoberts
[la] who extended
Abramson’sresult in (1). With this simple change, the
maximum throughput is increased by a factor of two to
l / e = 0.36s (at G = 1). I n Fig. 1, we plot the throughput
S versus the offered traffic G for these two systems. From
these results, it is all too evident thatsignificant
a
fraction
of the channcl’s ultimate capacity (C = 1) is not utilized
with the ALOHA access modes; we recover a major portion of this loss with theCSMA protocols, as we now show.
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B. Noxpersistent CSMA

SUCCESSFUL
TRANSMISSION

UNSUCCESSFUL
TRANSMISSION

The. basic equation for the throughput S is expressed
in terms of a (the ra.tio of propagation delay to packet
transmissiontime)and
G (the offered traffic rate) as
follows :

PERIOD

Cn-aG

S =

Y G

G( 1

+ 2a) + e-aG

BUSY

(3)

‘

-1

-I

PERIOD

NORMALIZE0
TIME

IDLE
PERIOD

Fig. 2 .

Nonpersistent CSMA: Busy and idle periods.

Proof: G denotes the arrival rateof new and rescheduled
packets. All arrivals, in this case, do not necessarily result
The distribution function for Y is
in actual transmissions (a packet which finds the channel
l’r { Y 6 y ) = Pr {no arrivaloccurs in an inin a busy state is rescheduled without being transmitted). F y (y)
Thus, G constitutes the “offered” channel traffic and only
terval of length a - y ]
a fraction of i t constitutes the channel traffic itself. Con= exp (-c(a - y ) ) ,
(y 5 a ) .
sider the time axiss(SeeFig.
and let t be the time of
arrival of a packet which senses the channel idle and such
(6)
that no other packet is in the
process of transmission. Any
other packet arrivingbetween t and t
a will find (sense) The average of Y is therefore given by
the channel as unused, will transmit, and hence will cause
1
Y = a - - (1 - ecaG).
a conflict. If no other terminal transmits a packet during
(7)
these a seconds (the “vulnerable” period) , then the first
packet will be successful.
Applying (4) and using the expressions found for 0,
B,
Let t
Y be the timeof occurrence of the last packet ar- and 7, we get ( 3 ) .
Q.E.D.
riving between t and t
a. The transmission of all packets
It is easy to prove that the throughput equationfor the
arriving in ( t , t
Y ) will be completed a t t
Y
1. slotted nonpersistent CSRilA is given by
Only a seconds later will the channel be sensed unused.
Now, any terminal becoming ready between t
a and
t Y 1 a will sense the channel busy and hence
will reschedule itspacket.Theinterval
between t and
Note that for bothcases we have
t
Y
1 a is called a transm.ission period (TP). Nqte
that there can be a t most one successul transmission durlim S = G / ( 1 C ) .
(9)
a 4
ing a TP. Define an idle period to be theperiod of time $etween two consecutive T1”s (also called busy periods jn This shows that when a = 0, a throughput of 1 can theothis simple case). A busy period plus the following idle retically be attained for an offered channel traffic equal
period constitute a cycle. Let B be the expected duration to infinity. S versus G for various values of a is plotted
of the busy period, f the expected duration of the idle in Fig. 3.
period, and B
f the expected length of a cycle. Let U
denote the time during a cycle that the channel is used C . I-Persistent C S M A
without conflicts. Usingrenewaltheory
arguments,the
The throughput equation for this protocol is given by
average channel utilization is simply given by

+

c

+

+

+

+ +
+

+ + +
+ + +

+

+

0

S=B + f ‘
The probability that a TP is successful issimply the
probability that no terminal transmits during the first a
seconds of the period and is equal to e-uG. Therefore

u- = e-aG,

(5)

The average duration of an idle period is simply l/G. The
average duration of a busy interval is 1
P a, where
P is the expected value of Y .

+ +

The reference time axis considered in this and subsequentproofs
is the transmitter’stime. Shifting all transmissions by 7 seconds will
give a description of events on the station’s time axis. Any time
overlap in transmission on the station’s time axis results in packet
interference.
In this and other figures, a vertical arrow represents a terminal
becoming ready.

Proof: Consider Fig. 4 and again let t be the time of
arrival of a packet which senses the channel to be idle with
no other packet in the
process of tra.nsmission. In this
[t
a,
protocol, anypacketarrivingintheinterval
t
Y
1
a ] will sense the channel busy and hence
must wait until the channel sensed
is
idle (at timet
1
Y a ) a t which time they will all transmit! The number
of packets accumulated at theend of TP is the number of
arrivals in1
Y seconds. If this total is
equal to or greater
than two, thena conflict occurs in thenext TP with probability 1.
Define a busy period to be the time betmeen t and the
end of that TP during which no packets accumulate. De-

+ + +
+
+

+

+ +

NON

- PERSISTENT

Only cases 1) and 3) contribute to a successful transmission. Lct E’ be the expected value of B’. I7
irom renewal theory arguments, the probability that an arrival
finds the channel idle [case (1)] is given by I / ( B I ) ,
and the probability that an arrival
finds the channel in
situation 3) is B’/ (I? I ) ; then the probabilityof success
of the packet is given b$

+

CSMA

+

= --

P, & Pr (success ]

I

B+I

e-aG

- _ _

0 01

0.1

1

by

given
10

is

+ --B B’+ I

&,e-aG.

(11)

The determination of J,B,B’,and Go follows.
Since the traffic is Poisson, it is clear that the average
period idle

G lOFFLREDCHANNELTRAFFlC1

I

Fig. 3. Throughput in nonpersistent CSMA.

=

l/G.

(12)

17or B,B’, and we must first obtain some intermediate
resultsas follows. Thedistributionfunction
for Y and
itsaverageare
given in ( 6 ) and ( 7 ) , respectively. The
Laplace transform of the probability density function 0%
Y , defined as

U N SS
UU
U
CN
C
CS
C
EU
E
SC
S
SC
S
FE
F
UU
S
LS
L FUL

Fig. 4. 1-persistent CSMA: TP’s, busy periods, and idle periods.

fine an idle period to be the period of time in which the
channel is idle and no packets are present awaiting transmission. A busy period plus the following idle period constitute a cycle.
Let B be the expected duration of the busy period, I
the expected duration of the idle period, and B
I the
expected length of a cycle.
Let us now consider the transmission of :tn arbitrary
packet. Three situations must be considered.
1) If thepacketarrivestoanidlesystem,thenits
transmission is successful if and only if n o packets arrive
during itsfirst a seconds; its probabilityof success is therefore e-aG.
2 ) If the packet arrives during the first a seconds of a
TI?, then its probability of success is 0.
3) If the packet arrives during the channelbusy period
(excluding the first a seconds of the TP) , then itis successful (in the next TP) if and only if it is the only packet t o
arrive during thisTI’ and no packets arrive duringits first
a seconds. To calculate it8 probability of success, we observe that a TP is of rand99 length equal to 1 a
Y
where Y is a random variable. LetB’ denote the time during a cycle that the channel is in itsbusy period excluding
the first a seconds of each TP. B’ is a sequenceof segments
of randomlength 1 Y
Z separatedbyperiods of a
seconds. Knowing that a packet arrives in B‘, this packet
is more likely to arrive in a longer segment Z than in a
shorter one (due to the “paradox of residual life” [17]).
Let 2 denote the segment in which the arrival occurred,
and Go (derived below) be the probability that no arrival
occurs in 2;the probability of success’of the packet is
therefore

+

+ +

+

is given by

Let usnow find the distributionof the numberof packets
accumulated at tho end of a TI.’.
Let
gm (y)

Pr { m packets accumulated a t end of TP 1 Y

and
qm

=

/o’

=

y1

4m(Y) dFY(Y).

Let & ( z ) denote the generating function of qm defined by
m

&(z)

P

c gmzm.

m=O

The number of packets accumulated at the end of a TP
is equal to the numberof packets arriving during aperiod
of timeequal t o 1 y. Let ??%I denote the number of
packets arriving in I’ = 1, and nz2 the number of packets
arriving in Y . Let Q ( z ) and @ ( z ) denote the generating
functions of the probability distributions for nzl and mz,
respectively. Since the arrival process is Poisson, the random variables ml and na2are independent and the generating function & ( x ) of g,, where m = lnl ? n Z , is given by

+

+

&(z) = Q,(z)&2(2).

We have [17]
Q1(z)

=

exp ( G ( z - 1) ]

&2(x)

=

Fy*(G(l -

and
2))
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From (13) we get

eaG

*

-_
1 _p_
u"("
+

- 1)

+

GLe-aGeG(x-l)

(14)
We may invert this explicit expression for & ( z ) ; in particular we find that the probability of zero packets accumulated at the end of a TP is

+ ~ ) ) [+1 u G ] .

q o = & ( z ) lz=o =':'eXp { - G ( 1

'I

l+F

'
l<s_<l+a.

Finally, the probability that no arrival occurs (from our
Poisson source) in the interval 2 is simply

(15)

Ita

G~ = / x = l exp { -

To find the average busy period, we let Yi denote the
random variable Y defined above correspondingto 'the ith
TP in a busy'period. All Yi,i = 1 , 2 , . . - ,are independent
andidenticallydist.ributed.
It iseasy to see thatthe
number of TP's in a busy period isgeometrically distributed with mean l/qo. Conditioned on the fact that we
have exactly k TP's in the busy period and that Y i= yi
for i = 1,2,. - , k , the average busy period is

~ )zj ; ( . x ) d x

Using our expressions for 7, B , E', and in
(12), (16)'
17), a.nd (181, respectively, we immediately obtain from

-

-

(Yl,yz, *

*

,Yk) =

k(1

=

...Ia...I
ui=o

a

Y.2

Y1

* * *

+

m

+ a ) + y1+

[lc(l

- * *

+

=

90

+ -G1

Yk]

vl=O k=l

Substituting theexpressions obtained for qo, 60, and p,and
recalling that S = GP,, we have finally established (10).

( 1 - qo(yi))

qo(yk)

P,

l + u + F

k-I
*

1 + 8e-aGio + -1 e-aG
Qo
G

Yk.

the conditions on k and Yi, we

Therefore, by removing
get B as

B

+ a). + + +

dPyl(y1)...dFyi(yi)...

.

i=l

It is easy t o see that by inverting the orderof summation
and integration, the contribution of the term k ( 1 a )
reduces t o ( I a ) / q o and the contribution of the generic
term yi simply reduces to F( 1 - qo)F1.Finally, we have

+

+

Q.E.D.
Slotted l-persistent C S M A : Letus now consider the
slolted version of l-persistent CSR4A. Thethroughput
equation for this case is given by
A''

=

+

Gexp { - G ( l
a ) ][1
(1 a ) (1 - exp {-?GI)

+

+ a - exp { --qGJ]

+ a exp { -G'(l + a ) 1
(19)

Since the average number of TP's is l/qo, from the distribution of B' we have

-

l+F

B'=-.

qo

I n (11) for P,, it remains only to computeGo. The probability density function of Z = 1 Y is easily obtained
from thedistribution of Y. From ( 6 ) , theprobability
density function of Y can be expressed as

+

. f y ( ~ )=

~ X f-aG/uo(y)
P

+ G ~ X f-aGl
P

fz(s)

=

exp { -a.GJuo(z - 1)

at y

=

+

~ X PfGY1,
O < y I a

where uo(y) is the unit impulse

Proof: In this slotted version, as in slotted ALOHA,
if two packets conflict, they will overlap completely. The
length of a. TP is always equal to 1
a. (We have assumed that the 'packet transmission time is an integer
multiple of the propagation delay.)
Since the traffic process is an independentone (Assumption 2 ) , the number of slots in an idle period is geometrically distributed with a mean equal to1/ (1 - e-aG).
Thus the average idleperiod is given by

Using a similar argument, we find that the average busy
period is given by

0. Thus we have

B=

+ G exp { -aG)

- exp {G(z - I ) ] ,
The probability
.
,
.
density function of

15 z

2 is given

5 1 + a. Let

by [17]

u

l + a
exp { -G(1

+ a,) }

(21)
'

again denote the expected time duringa cycle that
the channel is used without conflicts. I n order to find 0
we need t o determine the probabilityof success over each

~~

~

~~
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TP in thebusy period. The probability of success over the
first TI’ is given by
Pr {success over first TP 1

=

-

Pr {only one pa’cket arrive3
during thelastslot
of the
precedingidleperiod/some
arrival occurred }

aGe-uC
1 - e-uG

a

f

0.2

--a=04

‘

Similarly we have:
P r (success over any other T P J

+ a ) exp ( - G ( l + a.) J
1 - exp ( - G ( l + a ) )

- G(l
-

G lOFFEREDCHANNELTRAFFlCI

’

Fig. 5 . Throughput in 1-persistentCSMA.

The number of TP’s in a busy period is geometrically
distributed with a mean equal t o
~ X P( G ( 1

+ a ) A l/nn,

TRANSMISSION
PERIOD

-_I-

aG exp { -aG}

IDLE P E R I O D

1. - exp { -aGJ

Fig. 6. p-persistent CSMA:

+

-1

lRTD

I-

__.

‘1-L4 ’ ‘i

thus

+

a ) exp { - G ( l
a))
.
1 - exp ( - G ( 1
a)}

G(l

‘

‘I’

BUSY ’P E R I O D

’ ’ ’

‘PJE R I O D

NORMALIZED
TIME

‘

c

TP’s, busy periods, and idle periods.

transmission
delay
( I R T D ) , during which timethe
channel is “wasted.” If, at the start of a new TP, two or
moreterminalsdecide
to transmit, then
a conflict will
Applying (4) and using the expressions foundfor
1, certainly occur. All other packetswhich have delayed their
and E , we get (19).
Q.E.D.
transmission by T seconds will then sense the channel busy
The ultimate performance in the idealcase ( a = 0) , for
and will have to be rescheduled ,for transmission by inboth slotted and unslotted versions, is
curring a retransmission delay 6. .Thus, at the expense of
creating this IRTD, we greatly (improve the probability
GecG(l C)
S=
( 2 3 ) of success over a T P .
G e--G ‘
Consider Fig. 6 in which we obskrq$i$vo TP’s separated
For any value of a, the maximum throughput S will occur by an IRTD. One can also define bus% periods and idle
at an optimum value of G. I n Fig. 5 we show S versus G periods in much the sameway as beford. An idle period is
for the nonslotted versionof 1-persistent CSMA for various that period of timc during which the ihannel is idle and
values of a.
no packets are readyfor transmission, ‘Abusy period consists of a sequence of transmission periods such that some
D. p-Persistent C S M A
packets arrive during each transmission period except the
For a given offered traffic G and a given value of the last one. Let si denote the ith TP bf a busy period. I n
order to find the channel utilization, we once again apply
parameter p , we can determine the throughput S as
( 4 ) , which requires identifying and determining the average busy and idle periods, the gaps between TP’s, as well
as thc condition for success over each TI’. This we do as
follows.
( 24)
Recall that we require the system to be (mini-) slotted
where PSI, P,, t’, l, and T o are defined in the following (the slot size equal toa, the normaliqed propagation delay)
proof in (37), (34), (36), (30), and ( 2 5 ) , respectively.
and all transmissions to start at the bFginning of a slot.
Proof: Considera TP and assume that some packets Here again we consider the transmissioh time of a packet
arrive during theperiod as shown in Fig. 6. These packets to be an integernumber l / a slots(recall 7’ = 1 ) . Let
sense the channel busy and accumulate at the end of the g = aG; y is the average arrival rateof new and rescheduled
TP, a t which point they randomize the starting times of packets during a (mini) slot.
their transmission according to the randomizing process
We first determine the distribution of the number of
described in Section 11. Thisrandomizationcreates
a packets accumulated at the end of a TI’. Let N denote
random delay before a TP starts, called the initial random thisnumberandlet
P,
P r { N = n ) . According to the

+

(22)

u,

+

+

‘.k
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protocoldescribed in Section 11, onlythosepackets a,r- Removing the condition on t.,,
riving during a TI' will accumulate at theend of that TP.
( k g ) z-n
Therefore, by Assumption 1, we have
I'r (I,, = I ) =
eckoPr ( t , = k )
k=l ( I - 71) !
l
r
,=
-Iexp ( - ( 1 a ) G ) ,
n 2 0. (2.5)
n,!
(1 - Q n ) b l , n ,
I2 n (32)
To find thedistribution of the IRTD between two where 6;,i is the Kronecker delta. The probability of sucsuccessive TP's in the samebusyperiod,
we condition cess over si is equal to the probability that none of the
L, transmit over &:
1V = n and we let t, be the number of slots elapsed until

+

some packet is transmitted. Let
see that

q

+

=

1 - p . It is easy to

(33)
Removing the condition on N , we get
m

P,

Pn

P,(n) -.
1-TO

=
n=l

> 0 we have
( t , > k - 1 ) - Pr

For the probability of success over 31 we note that the
number of packetspresent at the beginning of a busy
period, denoted by N ' , is the number of packets arriving
in the last slotof the previous idle period. We t.hen have

and, therefore, for k
Pr ( t ,

=

k)

T,

(t,

=

>k)

=

Pr

=

q y 1 - qnexp ( --y(l - q " ) ]

)}

P

and for IC

(27)

0,
Pr ( t ,

=

0)

=

(34)

1 - 9".

(28)

The average I R T D is given by

Given N'
transmission
delay

= n,

a P r (N'

=

n)

let t,' denote the first initialrandom
of theperiod,
busy
and
P l ( n . ) denote

the probability of success over Sl.distribution
The
of t,'
and its averagein' a,re the same as for t, [(27) and (29)].
P,' ( n ) is thesameas
P, ( n ) [see (33)]. Removing the
condition on N', we get
m

m

t,

Pr ( t ,

=

P

> k}.

t,'a,'

=
n=l

k=O
m

Removing the condition on N , ire get

P,'

P,' ( n )T,'.

=

(37)

n=l

u)

It remains to compute B,
and 1.It is clear that the
number of TP's in a busy period is equal to m with prob2 is the average gap between two consecutive
TP's in a ability a n ( 1 - ~ " ) ~ - - l .
busy period.
Consider a busy period with 171 TP's. Let Ni denote the
I n order to find the probability of success over a TP number of packets accumulated at the endof the ith TP.
3i. one has to distinguish two cases: i = 1 and i # 1. We Weknow that N, = 0, and that all other N ; 2 1 are
first treat the sgcond case, i # 1. Given N = 12, definelo: independent and identically distributed random variables.
Conditioned on the fact that hii = ni,i = l,...,m - 1,
P, ( n ) probability of success over
the
average busy period is given by
11n
the number of packetspresent atthestarting
m-1
time of 3i
B,(nl,.*.,n,-l)
= UP
aini m . ( l a ) . (38)
L, - n merely the number of packets arriving during
i=l
the gap t,.
The expected time,duringthebusyperiod,thatthe
By the Poisson a,ssumption we have
channel is used without conflicts is given by

+

Um(n1, * *
10 The quantities ,Ps(n),
P,, and L, need no index i since they are
identical for all 3;, z # 1.

* Jnm-1)

=

+

Ps'

On the other hand,we know that

+

+

m-1

ps(n,).
i==l

(39)

-
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Pr ( N i
= ni]= -,

=

ani

1-

7zi

2 1, i

1,2,-.*,m- 1.

a0

=

at'

00

B,ao( 1 - aTg)m-'

=

= at'

S(G,p,a

0)

+
,G

=

Pr ( L , = l / t n

a0

(44)

=

k]

=

1= n

I,

and

(431
1+Pa.
an

(47 1

1

To compute P, we have to get back to (31) through (34).
With a = 0 we have

a0

Theidle periodisgeometrically
1/ (1 - e-") ; its average is:

=

(41)

+ a t ( 1 - an) + 1 + u

Wl=l

Ti = P,'

0 in (46) we get

a0

1

and removing the condition on nz we get

B

-+

1+p,

P,'

(40)
ni in (33) and

+ ( m - 1) a t + m ( I +*a)
8, = P,' + ( m - (42)
1)P,
=

Since Z and t' a.re finite, by letting a
:I

Therefore, removing the conditions N i
(39), we get

B,
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Pr ( L ,

=

n ] = 1.

P,(n)

=

-

Therefore

distributedwithmean

?zpq"-'
1 - Q"

and
(45)

P,

npqn-'

n=l

u,

Finally, using (4) and substituting for B, and I the
expressions found in (43), (44), and (45), respectively,
we get the throughput S ; it is a function of G, p , and
a = 1/T and is expressed as

an

-1 - (I" 1 - a 0

=

(49)

where

G'"
n!

(50)

a, = - e-G.

By the same token, we see from ( 3 5 ) that
TI' =

~

ge-"
1 - e-"

--+

1

0-0

and that
which reduces to (24).
Q E.D.
I n order to evaluate S(G,p,a), a PL/l program was
written and run on the IBM 360/91 of the Ca.mpus Computing Network a t UCLA. For small values of p (0.01 5
p 5 O . l ) , the numericalcomputation as suggested by
(24) becomes time consuming and requires a n extremely
large amount of storage.Fortunately someapproximations have been found useful which lead t o a closed-form
solution
for
thethroughput
(sec the derivations of
S'(G,p,a) in Appendix A ) .
Special case a = 0: Let us now consider the special case
Q = 0. For finite G, g = aG = 0. Equation (26) becomes
1%- ( t ,

>k] =

P,'

Ps'(l)= 1.

With these considerations, the throughput isgiven by

where P, and a, are given in (49) and (SO), respectively.
When p = 1, we have, from (48),
P,(1) = 1

P,(?Z) = 0,

?L

>1

and therefore

P,

(~(~fl)~~.

The average IRTD is thengiven by (29), and isexpressed
as

=

=

~

GecG
1 - e-G

Equation (51) then becomes

S(G,p

=

1,a

=

0)

=

+ G)e-G
+ e-G

G'(1
G

It is important to note that
ln is finite, so is l.On the other which is(and shouldbe)identical
tothe 1-persistent
hand the idle period given in (4.5) becomes
CSMA when a = 0 [see (23)]. Let us now consider p + 0.
Since 1 - qn M n p , (43) then becomes
1

I=G"

P,(n)

= qn-1
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(4
Fig. 7.

Channelthroughput in p-persistentCSMA. (a) a
(b) a = 0.01. (c) a = 0.05. (d) a = 0.1.

and

Ps

=

=

0.

p-persistent CSMA reduces tothe slotted1-persistent
CSMA. Indeed we can check that, when p = 1, (24) reduces to (19) , since p,, f, and i’ then become

c* n q7r-1Gne-G
! (1 - ecG)

n=l

I n particular, p
0 gives P, ( n ) I, for all n, and P, -+ 1.
In this limit the throughput is thengiven by
-+

-+

-+

O,a

=

0) --+

G

~

G

(52)

+

which shows that a channel capacity of 1 can be achieved
when G -+ a .
For each value of a, one can plot a family of curves S
versus G with parameter p [as shown in Fig. 7 (a)-(d)].
The channel capacity for each value of p can be numerically determined a t a n optimum value of
I n Fig. 8 we
show the channel capacity as a function of p , for a. = 0,
0.01, 0.05, and 0.1. We note that the ca.pacity is not very
sensitive to small variations of p ; for a = 0.01, it reaches
its highest value (i.e., the channel capacity for this protocol) a t avalue p = 0.03. When p = 1, the(slotted)

c.

P,

=

p

=

~

a Os-G
1 - e-uG

f = 0,

E. Performance Comparisoll and Sensitivity of Capacity lo
the Parameter a
To summarize, we plot in Fig. 9 for a = 0.01, S versus
G for the various access modes introduced so far and thus
show the relative performance of each, as also indicated
in Table I.
While the capacity of ALOHA channels doesnot depend
on the propagation delay, the capacity of a CSMA channel
does. An increase in a increases the vulnerable period of
a packet. This also results in “older” channel state information fromsensing. I n Fig. 10 we plot,versus a, the
channel capacity for all
of the above random-access modes.
We note that the capacities for nonpersistent and p-persistent CSMA are more sensitive t o increases in a, as compared to the 1-persistent scheme. Nonpersistent CSMA
drops below 1-persistent for 1a.rger a. Also, forlarge a,
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'

1

fined as theaverage time from when a packet is generated
until it is successfully received.
'Our principal concern in this section is to investigate
the tradeoffbetween the a.verage delay D and thethro.ughput
As we have already stated, for the correct operation of
the system, a positive, acknowledgment scheme is needed.
If an acknqLvledgnlent is not received 'by the sender of a
packet within a specified time-out period, then the'packet
is retransmitted(incurringtherandom
retransmission
delay X , introduced to avoid repeated conflicts). For the
present stud?, y e assume the following.
ilssu~nption~
3: The acknorvledgmeni packets are always
correctly received &ith probability one.
The simplest way t,o accomplish this is t,o create a . separate channel" (assumed to beavailable) to handle acknowiedgment traffic: If sufficient bandwidth is plrovided
to this channel overlaps between a,cknowledgment packets
are avoided, since a 'positive acknowledgment packet is
created only when a packet is correctly received, and there
will b,ea t most one such packet at anygiven time. Thus,if
T, denotes the transmission time of the acknowledgment
packeton theseparate channel, thenthe time-out for
receiving a positive acknowledgment is T
T
T,
T,
provided that we make the followjng assumption.
AssuInption 4: The processing time needed t,o perform
the sumcheck and t o generate the a,cknowledgment packet
is negligible.
Assulnption 2 further simplifies our delay model by implicitly assuming that theprobabilitv of a packet's success
is the same wh&her the packet is new or has been blocked,
or interfered with any number of times before; this probability is simply given by the throughput equation, i.e.,

s.

.03- PERSISTENT CSMA

-

,002 ,003

Fig. 10. Effect of propagation delay on channel capacity.

on channel capacity.

1

.6

,001

1

I P - PERSISTENTPARAMETERI

Fig. 8. p-persistent CSMA: effect of

5

4

-

Y)

1 -PERSISTENT CSM
2 -

"

G IOFFEREDCHANNELTRAFFICI

Fig. 9. Throughput for the various access modes ( a
CAPACITY
C

FOR THE

=

0.01)

TABLE I
VARIOUSPROTOCOLS
CONSIDERED
(a = 0.

C

Capacity
Pratocol
Pure ALOHA
Slotted ALOHA
1-Persistent CSMA
Slotted 1-Persistent CSMA
0.1-Persistent CSMA
Nonpersistent
CSMA
0'.OX-Persistent CSMA
Slotted
Nonpersistent
CSMA
Scheduling
Perfect

0.184
0.368
0.529
0.531
0.791
0.815
0.827
0.857
1.000

slotted ALOHA (and even"pure"ALOHA)
is superior
toany CSMA modesince decisions based on partially
obsolete data are deleterious: this effect is due in part
to our assumption about the constant propagation delay.
(Forp-persistent, llunlericalresults are shown only for
a 5 0.1. Clearly, for larger a , , optimump-persistent
is
lower-bounded by I -persistent.)

V. QELAYCONSIDERATIONS
A . Delay !I//odel

+ + +

S
t,hroughput
p,=-=
G offered'traffic '
Hearing these assumptions i n mind, we can write the
delayequations for ea.ch of the previous access modes.

In the previous section, we analyzed the performance
l1 The reader is referred to [16] for & study of the effect of acof CSMA modes in termsof maximum achievable throughknowledgment traffic on channel throughput when acknowledgment
put. We now introduce the expected packet delay D de- packets are carried by the samechannel.
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As a n example let us consider the ALOHA mode. Let R
be the average delay between two consecutive transmissions (i.e., a retransmission) of a given packet. R consists
of the transmissiop time of the packet, the transmission
time of the acknowledgment packet, the round-trip-propagation delay, and the average
retransmission delay, that is

lo

F

ON COMMUNICATIONS,

NON-PERSISTENT CSMA

/

-,
/

SLOTTED
PURE
ALOHA
ALOHA

Using our normalized time units, we have

1975

Y

0.03-PERSISTENT CSMA

R=T+r+T,+r+Z.

7

DECEMBER

I

Y

P

R=1+2a+a+6

(53)

where = T,/T. Since ( G / S - 1) is the average number
of retransmissions required, the average delay is given by
(Y

[r

w

m

5
2

1

=

(: )

D = --1

R+l+a.

(Sp,ecial attention must be devoted to the
CSMA modes
in which packets may incur pretransmission delays, and
in which all arrivals do not
necessarily correspondto act,ual
transmissions. The delay equations and their derivations
are given in Appendix B.)
Let us begin with some comments concerning the above
delay equations. First,G / S as obtained from the throughput equations rests on two important and strongAssumptions ' 1 ' and 2; namely, that we haveanindependent
Poisson point process and that 6 is infinite, or large compared to the transmission time (in which case delays are
also large and unaccept,able) . On the other hand,6 cannot
be arbitrarily small. It i s intuitively clear that whena
certain backlog of packets is present, the smaller 6 is, the
higher is the level of interference and hence the larger is
the offered channel traffic G. Thus, G = G(S,6) is a decreasing function of 6 such that the average number of
[G(S,S>]/S,decreases with intransmissiqns per packet,
creasingvalues of 6 , and reaches theasymptoticvalue
predicted by the throughput equation. Thus, for each X,
.a minimum delay can'be achieved by choosing an optimal
6 . Such an optimization problem is difficult to solve analytically, ,and simuhtion techniques have been employed
in our evaluations below.12
Before we proceed with the discussion of simulation results, we compare the various access modes interms
simply of the average number of transmissions (or average
number of ~chedulings'~)
G/S. For this purpose, we plot
G/S versus S 'in Fig. 11 for t h e ALOHA and CSMA modes,
when a = 0.01. Note that CSMA modes are superior in
that they provide lower values for G / S than the ALOHA
modes. Furthermore, foreachvalue
of the throughput,
there exists a valve of p such that p-persistent is optimal.
For small values'of X,p = 1 (i.e., 1-persistent) is optimal.
As S increases, the optimum p decreases.
12 We have
been able to solve the problem analytically in the
case of the nonpersistent CSMA when we are in presence of a large
population but with a finite number of users; all conclusions obtained from simulationin Section V-B have been verified by the
analysis. For this the reader is referred to reference [16].
13 For the nonpersistent and p-persistent CSMA, G measures the
offered channel traffic andnottheactual
channel traffic. G/S
represents, then, the average number of times a packet was scheduled for transmission before success:

I-PERSISTENT CSMA

2

o

2

4

6

.s

1

S (THROUGHPUT1

Fig. 11. G / S versus throughput (a = 0.01).

B. Sim,ulation Results
The simulation model is based
on all system assumptions presented in Section 11. However, we relax Assumptions 1 and 2 concerning the retransmission delay and the
independence of arrivalsfor the offered channel traffic.
That is, in thesimulation model, onlythe newly generated
packets are derivedindependentlyfromaPoisson
distribution ; collisions and uniformly distributedrandom
retransmissions areaccounted
for withoutfurther
assumptions.
I n general, our simulation results indicate .thefollowing.
1) For each value of the input rate X,there is a minimum value6 for the average retransmission delay variable,
such that below that value i t is impossible to achieve a
throughput equal to the input rate.14 The higher S is, the
larger 6 must be to prevent
a constantly increasingbacklog,
i.e., topreventthe
channelfromsahurating.
I n other
words, the maximumachievable throughput(under assumed stable conditions) is a function of 6,'and the larger
6 is, the higher is the maximum throughput.
2) Recall thatthethroughputequations
werebased
on the assumption that B I T = 6 >> 1. Simulation shows
that for finite values of 6 , 6 > 6 0 , but not too large compared t o 1, the system already "reaches" the asymptotic
results ( 6 + 00 ). That is, for some finite values of 6 , Assumption 2 is excellent and delays are acceptable. >!oreover, the comparison of the (S,G) relationship as obtained from simulat,ion and the results obtained from the
analytic modelexhibits an excellent match.Simulation
experiments were also conducted to find the optimal delay;
that is, the value of 6 ( 8 ) which allows one to achieve the
indicated throughput with the miniwpm delay.
Finally, in Fig.
we give the throughput-minimum
delav tradeoff for the ALOHA and CSMA modes (when
a = 0.01). T h i s i s the basic perform,ance curve. We conclude
l4 Such
behaviorischaracteristic
of random multiple-access
modes. Similar results were already encountered by Kleinrock and
Lam [13] when studying slotted ALOHA in the context of a satellite
channel.
1 5 In Fig. 12, the curve corresponding to slotted ALOHA is obtained from theanalytical model developed in [13] successfully
verified by simulation.

KLEINROCK
SWITCHING
AND
PACKET
TOBAGI:

;/

inatedbydividingtheavailablebandwidthintotwo
separatechannels:abusytonechannelandamessage
channel. As long as the stationis receiving a signal on the
message channel, it transmits a busy tone signal on the
busy tonechannel(whichterminalssense
for channel
state information). The CSMA with a busy tone under
a nonpersistent protocol has been analyzed.It is shown to
provideamaximumchannelcapacity
of approximately
0.65 when a = 0.01 for a cha.nne1bandwidth W of 100 kHz
(modulated a t 1 bit/Hz) ;when W = 1 MHz and a = 0.01,
the channel capa ity is 0.71 [19]. These values compare
favorably with h e capacity of 0.815 for nonpersistent
CSMA with no hidden terminals.
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Fig. 12. Throughput-delaytradeoffs from simulation (a

=

0.01).

that the optimum p-persistent CSMA provides us with
the best performance; on the other hand the performance
of the (simple) nonpersistent CSMA is quite comparable.

We claim, for small p , that X(G,p,a) may be approximated by
8‘ (G,p,a)

VI. SUMMARY ANDDISCUSSION
We haveintroducedandevaluatedthe
newCSMA
mode and have shown it to be an efficient means for randomlyaccessing packet switched radiochannelswhich
have a small ratio of propagation delay to packet transmission time.Justaswithmost“contention”systems,
these random multi-access broadcast channels (ALOHA,
CSMA) are characterized by the fact that the throughput
goes t o zero for large values of channel traffic. At an optimum traffic level, we achieveamaximumthroughput
which we define t o be the system capacity. This and the
throughput-delay performancewere obtained by a steadystate analysis under the assumption
of equilibrium conditions.
However, these channels exhibit unstable behavior
at
most input loads as shown by Kleinrock and Lam [lS].
I n this last reference, the dynamic behavior and stability
of an ALOHA channel are considered; quantitative estimates for the relative stability of the channel are given,
which indicate the need for special control procedures to
avoida collapse. Optimalcontrolprocedureshavebeen
found [14], [I51 andsimilarproceduresare
necessary
for CSMA as well, since it can be shown [l6] that CSMA
exhibits similar unstable behavior.
Throughout the paper, was
it assumed that all terminals
are withinrangeand
in line-of-sight of eachother. A
common situation consists of a population of terminais,
all within range and communicating with
single
a “station”
(computer center, gate toa network, etc.) in line-of-sight
of all terminals. Each terminal, however, may not be able
to hear all the other terminals’ traffic. This gives rise to
what is called the “hidden-terminals” problem. The latter
badly degrades the performance
of CSMA as shown in
Part I1 of this paper [19]. Fortunately, in a single-station
environment, the hidden-terminal problem can be
elim-

(All
where Pi,Pa,,; and are
defined hereafter in the proof.
Proof: We show here that, with some approximations,
we can get a closed-form solutionfor the throughputwhen
p has small values ( p < 0.1). These approximations are
validated by comparing the results obtained in this section
with those obtained from Section IV-D for p = 0.1.
For the distribution of idle time between two TP’s, we
have from (26)

When p is small, we may make the following approximation (actually a lower bound) :
qk =

(1 - p ) k =

1- kp

(-43)

and therefore we may rewrite (A2) as

Pr ( t ,
Let t,>*(z)
by

> IC}

2 q(k+l)7~e-kpu

=

qn[qne-p~lk.

(A4)

and t n * ( z ) be the generating functions defined
00

t,>*(z)

Pr ( t ,

> k)zk

(A5)

Pr It,

=

k)zk.

(A6)

k=O
m

tn*(z) p
k-0

We have
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I>,(%)= L n * ( q )

Pr { t ,

=

0)

=

1 - Pi- { t ,

> O),

Here again, (34) defines
m

we have

P,

P , ( ? l )*-

=

The averages defined in (29) can now be written as

C
= --

.

.

a 0

which does not lead to a closed-form expression. Instead,
we replace P,+by p 8 ,which is defined as
A

Equation (30), which defines i as Z:=I in G n / ( 1 - T O ) ,
does not le?d to a closed-form expression. Instead, we replace t by i, which is defined as

an

1-

n=l

(1 - e-oP)C'
q(l - Ce-QP)

where C is as expressed i n ( A l l ) , and

C' can be expressed .as

(A20)

a ~ p G ), To c = exp. {-(I.,+
1-

-

TOP

T O

1-

a 0

a 0

(All) The quantities and
p3' are readily obtained from (Al2)
and (A20), respectively, by replacing

and therefore,

ab

g exp (-G(1

,

+ a) ]

b-j the quantity e-8. The substitution of Fs,?,FS',and ?
for P,, f, Pi', and t', respectively, in (46) provides us with
1 - TO - (rip - T O ) e - p o
a closed-form solution for X(G,p,a) when p is small.
I n Table 11, we conipare'for p = 0.1 the "exact"results
To find the probability of success over TP si, i # 1,'
obtained from Section IV-D to those obtained by the apwe first d&ne the fdllowing generating functions:
proximation; note thdt the closed-form solution is quite
.
m
i
i
(
~
1
3
)
satisfactory
for p < 0.1.
L,*(X)
g
Pr { L , = Z ] Z L
h

?rap

t=

-

a0

(A12)

'

.x
,

Z=n-l
m

L,*(z/Ic)

APPENDIX B

.

Pr { L , = Z/tn

g

=

k)&.

I=n-l

.

It is
ciear

DELAY EQUATIONS

that

A . Nonpersistent C X M A

L * ( X / ~ ) = exp {kg(z - 1j ] e .

(A15)

Remoiring the condition on IC, we get

In this case, the average delay R between two successive
sense points of the same packet is
1

+ a + 2a + 6,

if the packet is transmitted
(B1)
ifblocked.
the is
packet

R = [

6,

Let Pi be the probability that an arrival
(i.e., senses the channel busy). We have

m

-

y-1

'

C exp

{ I C ~( X1 ) ] - ~{ tr,

=

k]

k=O

=

zn-ltn*(exp (g(X-

a

i)))

l - P b =

(Ai6)
The probability of success P, ( n ), defined in ( 3 3 ) , is now
simply expressed (since 1 - ql M Zp) a.s

-

gets blocked

+ 1/G
c

1+aG
l+G(l+a+Y)'
,

Under the traffic independence
assumption,

,

(B2)
the
rate

of

~ ~ _ _ _

TABLE I1

COMPARISON
OF RESULTS
FOR THROUGHPUT
S OBTAINED
FROM
EXACT
ANALYSIS(24) AND RESULTS
OBTAINED
FROM THE
APPROXIMATION
(APPENDIXA)

a

G
0.098
0.1
0.1920.2
0.3
0.4
0.428
0.5
0.490
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.661
1.0
1.1
0.711
1.2
0 . 7 310. 3
1.4
1.5
1.6
0.773
1.7
1.8
0.781
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
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=

a

0.01
Approximate

Exact
0.095

0.098
0.192
0.279
0.358
0.428
0.490
0.544
0.590
0.630
0.663
0.691
0.714
0.733
0.749
0.761
0.771
0.778
0.784
0.787
0.790
0.791
0.791
0.790

0.279
0.358
0.417
0.457
0.544
0.589
0.490
0.628
0.689
0.594
0.745
0.606
0.757
0.616
0.766
0.778
0.783
0.784
0.784
0.783

p

WHEN

=

Exact
0.179
0.252
0.316
0.370

0.519
0.54.3
0.563
0.580

0.624
0.630
0.635
0.639
0.642
0.644
0.645
0.646

=

THE

0.1

0.05
Approximate

where B, 7, F, and qo are given in (16), (12), ( 7 ) , and
(15), respectively.
Upder the condition that the packet found the cha.nne1
busy, the average waiting time until
the channel is detected idle (i.e., until the end of the TP) is simply equal
[17] to 5 / 2 2 by the Poisson assumption.The second
moment of 2 is simply given by

F = (1 + Y ) ’ = 1 + a P + F.

0.094
0.178
0.251
0.314
0.367
0.413
0.453
0.486
0.515
0.539
0.560
0.578
0.593
0.605
0.616
0.625
0.632
0.638
0.643
0.647
0.649
0.651
0.653

From the distribution of Y given in (6) we then have

F

1

=

+ a’ + 2 ( 1 - l / G ) P.

Therefore the averagepretransmissiondelay
easily expressed as
1
F1

=

-

F1

P)

- l’r

(the packet finds the channel busy}

+ + 2 ( l - l/G) P
a2

2qo(B

(B7)

+I)

Vinally, the expected packet delay is

D

=

( G / S - 1 ) ( 1 + 2a

+ a + 6 + +4 + 1+a
Fl)

(BS)

actual transmissions is given by

H

where G / S is given by the 1-persistent CSMA throughput
equation (10).

G ( l - Pb).

=

Since ( H I S ) - 1 represents the average number of actual
retransmissions per packet, the average delay D is therefore

D

=

( H / S - 1)[1

+ a + 2~ + 6][(G

-

H)/S]6

+ 1+ u
(B3)

where G / S is given by the nonpersistent CSNA throughput equation ( 3 ) .
If we choose to treat all packet arrivals in a uniform
manner, we may assume that when a packet is blocked,
it behaves as if it could transmit, and learned about its
blocking only T , seconds after the end of its “virtual”
transmission. With this simplification, the delay equation
is

D

=

+ 2a + a + 6 ) + 1 + a

( G / S - 1)(1

thusintroducinganadditional
[l
a
2a].

+ +

can be

+ a2 + 2 ( 1 - l/G)P
2(1+

- 1

(B6)

delayequal

(B4)

to (GPb/S)

C. p-Persistent

CSMA

Similar tothe special case of 1-persistentCSMA, a
packet in thisgeneral scheme incursa n initial delay which
we denote by rp. I n order to compute its expected value
F p , one must consider the following situations.
1) An arbitrarypacket,
uponarrival,
will find the
channel idle with probability
I / ( B I ) , in which case
its average initial wait is at‘.
2 ) An arbitrarypacket, upon arrival, will find the
channel in the first I R T D (first t’ seconds) of abusy
period with probability -at‘/(B I ) . In this case, its
average initial delay is ~ t ’ ~ / 2 ? .
3) An arbitrarypacket, upon arrival, will find the
channel in the remaining part of a busy period with probability ( B - at’) / ( B I ) , in which case the average
initial wait is ( I
a
at)z/la( 1 a. a t ) .
Therefore

+

+

+
+ +

+ +

B. I-Persistent C S M A
Unlike the ALOHA channel, a packet 011 a CSRilA
channelincurs an additionalpretransmissiondelay
r , if
upon its arrival, that packet detects the channel
busy.
Recall that the probability of finding the channelbusy
is given by (sec Section IV-C)
P r ( apacket finds the channel busy)

(B9)
Treating alltransmissions and schedulingsuniformly
(by introducing artificial delays due to “virtual” transmissions andacknowledgment),the expecteddelaycan
simply be expressed as

D

=

( G / S - 1)[1

+ 2~ + 6 + T p ] + 1 + a +

Fp
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where G‘/S is given by the p-persistent CSMA throughput
equation (24) .
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